Hush Acoustics

HUSH ACCESSORIES
HUSH BOND PANEL ADHESIVE

HUSH GROMMETS

Hush Bond Panel Adhesive is used to
ensure a strong bond at the t&g joints
of Hush Panel or any other bonding
required when fitting Hush sound
insulation products and systems.

Hush Gommet Fixing Isolators have been
designed for use at door thresholds, access
hatches and stair treads or in the absence of
t&g joints and should be used sparingly as
fixing isolators to eliminate “lipping”

PRODUCT DATA

PRODUCT DATA

For bonding all tongue and groove
flooring joints and tops of Hush Felt
25
1 Litre nossled bottles singularly or in
cartons of 9
1 litre per 20/ 25m2

HUSH ACOUSTIC & INTUMESCENT SEALANT
Hush Acoustic sealant is for use in gap
filling around room perimeters of surface
penetrations or wherever there is a
need for acoustic seal to be made when
installing Hush products or systems.

PRODUCT DATA
General gap filling in acoustic
systems

Countersink into the upper surface
of the Hush-Panel Floating Flooring.
Use sparingly and when only
absolutely necessary.
Available in packs of 50 and 100

HUSH MESH FIREWIRE
Used in conjunction with Hush Slab
100 Sound Absorber to create a 60
minute fire resistance at ceiling level.
Hush Mesh Firewire enables work to
be carried out from above in situations
where appropriate fire resistance cannot
be applied to the ceiling side of the
separating floor.

PRODUCT DATA
Dressed down the sides of timber
joists and across the back of the
Ceiling

900ml nossled tubes sold singularly
or in cartons of 9. Jumbo sealant gun
required which is also available

HUSH 10 JOIST STRIPS
SOLD ONLY WITH HUSH PANELS
Hush 10 Joist Strips are supplied only as
part of a system to allow Hush Panel 28,
32 and the Hush Ply 28, 32 to be fitted as
a direct to joist structural floor solution.

PRODUCT DATA
Stapled directly on to timber joists of
glued on to metal joists as part of a
Hush-Panel Floating Floor System
10mm thick x 50mm wide x 1.37m
long

1200mm wide x 50m long --- total
60m2 per roll

HUSH ISOLATION TAPE
Hush Heavy Duty Isolation Tape has
been designed as an isolating layer to
be used under timber/metal stud walls
or on top of floor joists.
It is imperative to isolate joist tops, the
header/sole plates of stud construction
and seal all wall linings to break sound
transmission paths. Hush Heavy Duty
Isolation Tape can be used for all these
applications and is self adhesive one
side.

PRODUCT DATA
To be used to isolate sole and
header plates of timber/metal stud
walls or at the perimeter junctions
of the Hush Wall System.
Self-adhesive foam/rubber tape
which is easily installed.
Improves acoustic performance in
stud wall construction.
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Isolates chipboard, plywood or
original floorboards from the
structural timber joists.
10m rolls. Comes in 50mm and
100mm widths.
Nominal 8mm thick.

